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Abstract—Concordancers are tools that display the immediate
context for the occurrences of a given word in a corpus. Also
called KWIC – Key Word in Context tools, they are essential
in the work of lexicographers, corpus linguists, and translators
alike. We present an enhanced type of concordancer, which relies
on a syntactic parser and on statistical association measures in
order to detect those words in the context that are syntactically
related to the sought word and are the most relevant for it,
because together they may participate in multi-word expressions
(MWEs). Our syntax-based concordancer highlights the MWEs
in a corpus, groups them into syntactically-homogeneous classes
(e.g., verb-object, adjective-noun), ranks MWEs according to the
strength of association with the given word, and for each MWE
occurrence displays the whole source sentence as a context. In
addition, parallel sentence alignment and MWE translation techniques are used to display the translation of the source sentence in
another language, and to automatically find a translation for the
identified MWEs. The tool also offers functionalities for building
a MWE database, and is available both off-line and online for
a number languages (among which English, French, Spanish,
Italian, German, Greek and Romanian).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Knowledge of a word means knowledge of the relations
that this word establishes with other words: “You shall know
a word by the company it keeps!” [1, p. 179]. Hence, the
study of words in context—in order to analyse how words
are actually used and what their typical contexts are—is a
major concern in any field dealing with language from diverse
perspectives, no matter whether it is theoretically or practically
motivated.
The advent of the computer era and the ever-increasing
availability of texts in digital format allow for virtually unlimited exploration. Yet, this is at the same time one of the
biggest issues that users presented with automatically detected
contexts inevitably have to face. The information comes to
them as huge amounts of unstructured data, characterised by
a high degree of redundancy.
To help them overcome the problem of information overload, a new generation of concordancers have been developed
that are able to pre-process textual data such that the most relevant contextual information comes first [2]. This is achieved
using lexical association measures that quantify the degree
of interdependence between words, by relying on statistical
hypothesis tests, on concepts from information theory, on data
mining techniques, or by making use of various other methods
([3], [4]).
A representative example of such a concordancer is the
Sketch Engine [5]. It analyses a preexisting corpus of text
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in order to produce, for a given word, a one-page summary
of its grammatical and collocational behaviour. In doing so, it
first performs a shallow parsing of the corpus by relying on
automatically assigned POS tags for words, then it applies an
association measure derived from Pointwise Mutual Information [6]. For illustration, Figure 1 shows part of the “sketch”
produced for the French word atteindre (“to reach, to attain”).
By clicking on the links in the frequency column, users have
the possibility to see the actual concordance line, with a left
and right context for each instance found in the corpus.
Developed more or less simultaneously with the Sketch
Engine, our concordancer FipsCo ([7], [8], [9]) shares several
similarities with it, and was primarily designed with the
specific goal of being integrated as a new type of tool in the
workbench of translators from an international organisation.
In this paper, we describe this tool, its underlying resources
and methodology, its latest developments, and we present
the manner in which it is currently integrated in the larger,
evolving processing environment available in our laboratory.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II provides an
overview of FipsCo. Section III presents the resources and
methods on which it is founded. Section IV describes in
greater detail its functionalities, then Section V introduces
FipsCoWeb, its recently developed online version. Section VI
discusses the manner in which FipsCo and FipsCoWeb are
integrated into the larger language processing environment of
LATL. The last section contains concluding remarks.
II. F IPS C O : A N OVERVIEW
In FipsCo, the system of syntax-based collocation extraction
and concordancing developed in our laboratory, the input text
is first syntactically analysed with a full parser, then it is
processed with standard statistical methods which measure the
strength of association between words.
Collocation, understood as “typical, specific and characteristic combination of two words” [10], is a generic term
used here to encompass all syntactic word combinations found
in a corpus that are relevant to the studied word, from a
lexicographic point of view. As in [11], we consider that
collocation refers, more generally, to “the way words combine
in a language to produce natural-sounding speech and writing”.
This concept is allowed to overlap with other types of
MWEs, like compounds (e.g., wheel chair), phrasal verbs (e.g,
to ask [somebody] out) or certain types of less figurative
idioms (to open the door [for smth] “to allow [smth] to
happen”).
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Fig. 1. The Sketch Engine [5]: Sample (partial) output, showing collocates
for the French verb atteindre, “to reach, to attain”.

The boundaries between the different kinds of MWEs
are known to be particularly difficult to be drawn, as they
are rather fuzzy [12]. From a practical point of view, all
MWEs pose similar processing problems, regardless of any
finer-grained classification. We will henceforth refer to the
output of our system as to collocations (or collocation candidates), without making further, more elaborate distinctions.
As the Sketch Engine [5], our system outputs collocation
candidates grouped by types (which conflate all the instances
of a specific word combination detected in the corpus), partitioned into syntactically homogeneous classes, and ranked in
the reverse order of the association strength. Thus, the user
may easily consult a manageable amount of contextual data,
consisting of the most relevant collocates. The data presented
are organised and, to a certain extent, free of redundancy.1
Figure 2 shows some results obtained from a French corpus
by using FipsCo. These results were filtered by the user so
that they contain collocations for the sought word (in this
case, the verb atteindre, “to reach, to attain”) in a specific
syntactic configuration; the configuration retained here was
verb-object. According to the association measure applied, the
noun the most collocationally related to this word is objectif
1 All the corpus instances (tokens) of a same word combination are grouped
under a single entry, the corresponding collocation type.
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(“objective”). It was detected 271 times in the source corpus,
and it is indeed a good collocate candidate, as one might
easily agree that atteindre un objectif (“to reach a goal”) is a
collocation in French.
The concordancer displays its 100th instance in the corpus,
which, as can be seen, involves a rather complex syntactic
context: the order of the items in the collocation is inverted,
the items are inflected and not in the base word form,
and there is additional material inserted in between. Due
to a grammatical transformation (passivization), the original
verb-object combination is realized, at the surface level, as
a subject-verb combination. The identification of these type
of complex cases, which are particularly difficult to handle by
pattern-based shallow parsers, is possible in our system thanks
to the deep analysis provided by the parser (cf. Section III).
Among the other combinations shown in Figure 2, one
might find several other MWEs with the verb atteindre. The
tool also presents the automatically retrieved translation of the
context in another language, if parallel corpora are available. In
a translation environment, such corpora are typically available
from translation archives. Thus, when working on a new
document, translators have the possibility to see how a given
expression has previous been translated in various contexts.
Figure 2 also shows the buttons Validate, used for manually
validating the automatically extracted results, and Translate,
used for automatically detecting a translation for the selected
collocations. The Filter button opens the interface in Figure
3, through which the user can control which corpus results to
display.
FipsCo is freely available for research as an offline tool
for Windows (cf. Section IV). One of the latest developments
concerned the creation of a lighter-weight online version,
which has already been made available to the public. A
more detailed description of FipsCo and its Web version,
FipsCoWeb, is provided in Section IV.
III. U NDERLYING R ESOURCES AND M ETHODOLOGY
This section provides details about the resources used by
FipsCo and the method used to extract from text corpora the
most relevant collocates for a given word.
A. Resources
FipsCo was built as an extension of Fips, a multilingual
symbolic parser based on generative grammar concepts [13].
Fips can be characterised as a strong lexicalist, bottom-up, leftto-right parser. Given a sentence, it builds a rich structural
representation combining a) the constituent structure; b) the
interpretation of constituents in terms of arguments; c) the
interpretation of elements like clitics, relative and interrogative
pronouns in terms of intra-sentential antecedents; and d) coindexation chains linking extraposed elements (e.g., fronted
NPs and wh elements) to their canonical positions.
According to the theoretical stipulations on which Fips
relies, some constituents of a sentence may move from their
canonical “deep” position to surface positions, due to various
grammatical transformations. For instance, in the case of
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Fig. 2.

FipsCo: Parallel concordancing interface, displaying filtered collocations for the French verb atteindre (“to reach, to attain”).

the French sentence shown in Figure 2, it is considered
that the noun objectif moved from its original position of
direct object into the surface position of subject due to a
passivisation transformation. The parser keeps track of this
movement by linking the (empty) object position of the verb
atteint to the extraposed noun, objectif. In the normalised
sentence representation it builds, the parser identifies this noun
as the “deep” direct object. Consequently, the combination
atteindre–objectif can successfully be identified from this
sentence as a verb-object collocation, as the parser helps
abstract away from the particular surface realization.
The parser is the most important resource on which syntactic
concordancers like FipsCo rely in order to filter out “noise”
and to return highly accurate extraction results.2 However,
parsers are only available for a handful of languages. Fips,
in particular, relies on large resources (lexica and grammars)
whose construction is time-consuming.
Currently available for English, French, Spanish, Italian, Greek and German, Fips is actually conceived as a
generic parsing architecture, coupling a language-independent
parsing engine with language-specific extensions. The
2 An

evaluation of FipsCo is presented in [14].

language-independent part implements the parsing algorithm,
based on three main types of operations: Project (assignment
of constituent structures to lexical entries), Merge (combination of adjacent constituents into larger structures), and Move
(creation of chains by linking surface positions of “moved”
constituents to their corresponding canonical positions).
The language-specific part of the Fips parser consists of
grammar rules of a given language and of a detailed lexicon
for that language. In the formalism used by Fips, the role
of most grammar rules is to specify the conditions under
which two adjacent constituents may be merged into a larger
constituent by a Merge operation. The construction of the
lexicon is supported by a morphological generation tool that
creates appropriate lexical entries corresponding to a specified
inflection paradigm (when applicable). Unlike other parsers,
Fips does not require POS-tagged data as input; the POS
is assigned to words during the analysis, based on lexical
information and on the parsing hypotheses.
Given the Fips architecture and the existing tools supporting the creation of lexical resources, we believe that the
effort of extending Fips to a new language is comparable to
the combined effort of building POS-taggers and developing
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shallow parsers for the same language. Our recent work on
Romanian [15] confirmed that a Fips parser version that can be
satisfactorily be used for the purpose of collocation extraction
can be built in a reasonable amount of time, of the order of
several person-months.
B. Methodology
As mentioned in Section II, the extraction of collocations
from text corpora is done by using a hybrid extraction method,
which combines the syntactic information provided by the Fips
parser with existing statistical methods for detecting typical
lexical associations in corpora.3
Thus, in the first step, collocation candidates are identified as combinations of lexical items in predefined syntactic
configurations (for instance, verb-object) from each sentence
of the corpus, by traversing the parse structures returned by
the parser. In the second step, the candidates obtained are
ranked according to their probability to constitute collocations, as computed with the log-likelihood ratio association
measure [16]. FipsCo actually implements a wide range of
other measures that the user can choose for ranking collocation
candidates; log-likelihood ratio is proposed by default as it is
a well-established measure for collocation extraction.
The output of FipsCo is a so-called significance list, in
which one finds at the top the candidates that are most likely to
actually constitute collocations. A cut-off point can be applied
by the user to the results, in order to retain only the candidates
with higher scores. Typically, a frequency threshold is also
employed to eliminate those combinations that only occur a
few times in the corpus. This is because statistical measures are
unreliable on low frequency data (f < 5). However, we opted
for keeping all the candidate data (no frequency threshold),
since relevant collocations may be found among combinations
occurring only a few times in the corpus. Besides, a threshold
can be applied by the user afterwards. The syntactic filter
applied on the otherwise huge candidate data helps our system
keep the statistical computation tractable. In the systems that
do not use parsed data, high frequency cut-offs are often
imposed only to reduce the amount of data to process.
IV. D ETAILED D ESCRIPTION OF F IPS C O
FipsCo is implemented in Component Pascal under BlackBox Component Builder IDE,4 just as the syntactic parser
Fips, on which it relies. It makes an extensive use of the
SQL database query language in order to store the extraction
results, compute the collocation scores, filter the data that will
be displayed, etc.
The system has, in principle, a pipeline architecture, as
the typical execution flow follows the order in which the
main components of the system are described below. However,
3 It is important to note that the method itself is not dependent on Fips or
any of the specific theoretical assumptions made by Fips, but it can be used
in conjunction with other parsers.
4 BlackBox is developed by Oberon Microsystems (http://www.oberon.ch).
A characteristic of this development environment is the ease of editing
graphical user interfaces components, which turned into a big advantage for
our system, in which visualisation plays a major role.

there are no restrictions to the order in which the various
components can be used, since the extracted and validated
results can be stored and accessed later for visualisation.
A. File Selection
The source corpus used in an extraction session is specified
by selecting the folder which contains the desired files and,
optionally, by applying an automatic or manual filter on its
content.
The automatic filter is based on:
• file location: inclusion or exclusion of the sub-folders;
exclusion of sub-folders having a specific name;
• file name: this might be required to contain a given string
of characters;
• file type: this must belong to a list of allowed types. The
system supports all the file formats that can be currently
imported by BlackBox, e.g., odc – Oberon document;
txt, htm, and html – text; rtf, doc – rich text
format; and utf – Unicode.
• file last modification date (from date1 to date2; in the
last n days).
In addition, the selection can be further narrowed manually,
as the user may select or deselect items after the automatic
filter applies. For instance, it is possible to choose items (files
or folders) in the first level of the source folder with a mouse
click, or by using standard selection commands (check all;
uncheck all; invert selection).
B. Collocation Extraction
The collocation extractor is the main component of the
system. It iteratively processes all the files in the selection. The
number of files that can be processed is virtually unlimited.
The collocation candidates identified from the parse trees are
incrementally added to previous results until an extraction
session ends. They are stored either in a database or in a single
text file. As an option, they can also be stored file by file in
a folder whose structure mirrors the structure of the source
folder.
At the end of the extraction session, several processing
statistics are computed for the source corpus that are derived
from parsing information (e.g., the total number of tokens,
sentences, sentences with a complete parse). Then, the candidates identified are ranked according to the chosen association
measure (by default, log-likelihood ratio [16]).
C. Filtering
This component selects the results to be displayed in the
concordancer, according to the parameters set by the user (see
Figure 3). The extracted collocations can be filtered according
to several criteria:
• syntactic type: the user can select one or more types
from a list that is automatically built from the database
containing the extracted collocations;
5
• collocation score: a range from score1 to score2;
5 The user is not required to know the actual maximal values; the corresponding fields can be left blank and these values will be retrieved by the
system.
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switch to a different source language in order to load the
collocations already extracted for that language, if these were
stored in the same database.
E. Complex Collocations

Fig. 3.

FipsCo: Interface for filtering collocations.

corpus frequency: a range from freq1 to freq2;
collocation keywords: the user can search for collocations
containing a specific word.
In addition, the user can specify the range of results to
display (from rank1 to rank2), according to the order given
by the collocation score or by the corpus frequency. The range
restrictions can be applied both to collocation types and to
collocation instances (tokens).
•

•

D. Concordancing
This component is responsible for the visualisation of
extraction results according to the selection made by the user.
The (filtered) list of collocations is displayed on the left handside on the concordance interface, and can be ordered by score,
by frequency in the corpus, or alphabetically. On the right
hand-side, a text panel displays the context of the currently selected collocation in the source document. The whole content
of the document is accessible, and is automatically scrolled
to the current collocation; this collocation and the sentence
in which it occurs are highlighted with different colors (cf.
Figure 2).
Each item in the list represents a collocation type; its
corresponding instances are read from the database when the
user clicks on it. The right panel automatically displays the
first instance, then the user has the possibility of navigating
through all the instances by using the standard browsing
arrows (<< - first, < - previous, > - next, >> last), or to skip to a given instance by entering its order
number.
The visualisation interface also displays information about
the rank of the currently selected collocation, its syntactic type,
its score, and its status relative to the parser’s lexicon (new
collocation, or collocation in lexicon). The user can easily

By treating already extracted collocations as single lexical
items, FipsCo is able to identify complex collocations that can
be seen as structures containing embedded collocations: for instance, atteindre point culminant (“to be at the highest level”)
is a complex collocation of verb-object type, which contains
an embedded noun-adjective collocation, point culminant.
The detection of such complex collocation is particularly useful when the resulting expression constitutes a nondecomposable compound, or when it contains a nested compound. In these cases, it is important to highlight the whole
expression rather than nonsensical sub-parts. For instance,
genetically modified organisms is a compound, and it will be
desirable to output it as a whole rather than only the subpart modified organisms. The expression second world war
is more compositional, as world war is a collocation on its
own. However, it is desirable to eliminate second war from
the extraction results, if it only occurs in the corpus in the
longer expression second world war .
Our method of detecting complex collocations is described
in [17] and [18]. FipsCo includes a concordancing interface
for displaying complex collocations, which is similar to the
standard interface shown in Figure 2.
F. Sentence Alignment
When parallel corpora are available, the target sentence
containing the counterpart of the source sentence can be
detected and displayed in the alignment interface below the
source sentence. The user selects the target language from a
list of languages and specifies the path of the target corpus
and the filename transformation rule needed to determine the
filename of the target document (i.e., of the translation) from
the filename of the source document. These rules assume
that the source folder and the target folder have the same
structure, and that the target filename can be obtained from
the source filename by replacing the prefix and/or the suffix
of the filename (which are assumed to be variable across languages), while keeping the middle part constant. For instance,
35.1.001E.txt can be obtained from 35.1.001F.txt
by replacing the suffix F with E.
Once the target file has been found, the sentence that is
likely to be the translation of the source sentence is identified
using an in-house sentence alignment method ([7], [9]). The
alignment component is operational both for binary collocations and for complex collocations.
G. Validation
This component provides functionalities that allow the user
to create and maintain a list of manually validated collocations
from the collocations visualised with the concordance and
the alignment interfaces. An entry contains basic information
about a collocation (such as the collocation keywords, lexeme
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Fig. 4.

FipsCoWeb: Interface (screen capture).

indexes for the participating items, syntactic type, score and
corpus frequency). A monolingual entry may also contain the
source sentence of the currently visualised instance, which provides a naturally-occurring usage sample for the collocation.
A bilingual entry stores, in addition, the target sentence found
via alignment and the translation proposed for the collocation:
the translation can be manually retrieved by the user from the
target sentence.
Additional information related to the currently visualized
collocation instance is stored (namely, the name of the source
and target file, the file position of the collocation’s items in the
source and target files, and the file position of the source and
target sentences). Most of this information is automatically
filled in by the system. The entries in the list of collocations
validated in a session can be updated, deleted, or saved—
completely or in part—by the user in a monolingual and in a
bilingual database.
H. Translation
This component attempts to detect a translation equivalent for the collocations visualised in the concordancer, by
scanning the existing translations and using a strategy briefly
described below.
First, a limited number of corpus sentences (50 in our
current experiments) in the source language is retrieved for
the source collocation, based on the corpus instances detected
during extraction. The alignment component is then used for
finding, for each source sentence, the corresponding target
sentence in the desired target language, for which a parallel
corpus is available.
The target mini-corpus thus obtained is parsed, and collocations are extracted from it using the same method that was

applied to the source corpus. Finally, a process of collocation
matching takes place, which tries to find, among the extracted
collocations, the one that is likely to represent a translation
for the source collocation. The matching is performed by
applying a series of filters on the extracted pairs that gradually
reduce their number until a single item is retained, which
will be proposed as translation. An updated description of the
translation method can be found in [19].
V. O NLINE V ERSION : F IPS C OW EB
FipsCoWeb, which is introduced for the first time in this
paper, is the online version of the FipsCo system. Its current
interface is shown in Figure 4. FipsCoWeb allows the user to
upload a file and to set the initial processing and visualization
parameters (e.g., association measure, cut-off score, frequency
threshold). After the processing is done on the server side, the
user is presented with the results, as shown in Figure 5. The
user has then the possibility to apply different parameters, to
apply a syntactic filter, and to see the actual occurrences of a
collocation by clicking on the corresponding link. The words
in the collocation will be presented in the sentence context,
and highlighted for readability (cf. Figure 6).
FipsCoWeb currently allows users to upload files containing
up to 0.5 million words. While this is a reasonable size for
online corpus exploration, the processing, which is performed
at an average of 200 tokens/second, might take a while to
complete. Depending on the file size, users might only be
able to see the results after a few minutes or a longer lapse
of time (typically, half an hour). For this reason, FipsCoWeb
gives users the possibility to enter the e-mail address at which
the link to results is sent when the server-side computation
is completed. Results are stored on the server and can be
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Fig. 5.

FipsCoWeb: Sample results (screen capture).

consulted later, until users explicitly decide to clear them, by
clicking on the Close Session button. A feature that is currently
unavailable in the system, but can be easily implemented, is
the search for collocations with a given word.6
The Web version has been implemented in BlackBox (see
Section II), and the Web server itself7 runs as a BlackBox
program. This made the integration between the involved
software modules easier. However, since it runs as a unique
Windows process, it cannot be efficiently used for the parallel
processing of large files. A solution is currently being worked
on to circumvent this problem. Future work will focus on
implementing FipsCoWeb as a Web service.
VI. I NTEGRATION IN THE NLP E NVIRONMENT OF LATL
LATL develops a range of NLP tools in several areas.
FipsCo (and its online version, FipsCoWeb) are not isolated
6 Note that the online version does not aim to re-implement all the
functionalities of FipsCo.
7 O -WAF (Web-Application-Framework); http://o3-software.de/
3

tools, but are part of a larger processing framework specifically
dealing with MWEs, from different practical perspectives.
As a matter of fact, the corpus-based study of words
and their collocates was not, in our case, a goal in itself.
The collocations that lexicographers manually validate are
entered into the lexical database of the parser Fips, and
are used to guide future analyses performed by Fips [20].
Their translations (either manually or automatically obtained)
are used to populate the bilingual lexicon of a rule-based
machine translation based on Fips. The collocations added in
the lexicon are further used in two applications of terminology
assistance, Twic and TwicPen [21], which look up the lexicon
and propose a translation for a given word that is compatible
with the grammatical context. If the selected word is part of
a MWE, these systems output the translation of the whole
MWE, rather than a translation for the word in isolation.
Work is under way to augment the MWE resources for all
the languages supported by the Fips parser.
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Fig. 6: FipsCoWeb: Collocation instances in context (screen capture).

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we provided an updated description of
FipsCo, a tool for extracting collocations (and multi-word
expressions more generally) from corpora, which has been
developed at LATL in the last several years. Since FipsCo
is based on parsing and offers multiple visualisation functionalities, it can be seen as a tool for syntax-based corpus
exploration, or syntactic concordancing.
Also, we introduced FipsCoWeb, the online version of this
tool, recently developed and already functional. This version
can be used to upload a user’s own text corpus as a file and
to consult the retrieved collocations. The two tools are part of
a larger processing framework dedicated to MWEs, and are
being used to provide resources for the two main long-term
NLP projects pursued in our laboratory, namely, a multilingual
symbolic parser and a machine translation system based on it.
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